19th Century North America

Explore one of the defining centuries of American history, the era of the Civil War, the industrial revolution, emancipation, and reconstruction.

The seventh in our historical fiction series

Pre-Civil War North America

— The Daring Ladies of Lowell by Kate Alcott
— Mad Boy by Nick Arvin
— Conjure Women by Afia Atakora
— Alias Grace by Margaret Atwood
— The Autobiography of Mrs. Tom Thumb by Melanie Benjamin
— Sons of Blackbird Mountain by Joanne Bischof
— The Movement of Stars by Amy Brill
— The Last Runaway by Tracy Chevalier
— Mrs. Grant and Madame Jule by Jennifer Chiaverini
— The Rathbones by Janice Clark
— Finn by Jon Clinch
— The Water Dancer by Ta-Nehisi Coates
— The House Girl by Tara Conklin
— Mrs. Poe by Lynn Cullen
— West by Carys Davies
— Washington Black by Esi Edugyan
— A Stranger Here Below by Charles Fergus
  (Gideon Stoltz Series #1)
— The Eulogist by Terry Gamble
— The Signature of all Things by Elizabeth Gilbert
— Where the Lost Wander by Amy Harmon
— A Friend of Mr. Lincoln by Stephen Harrigan
— The Known World by Edward P. Jones
— The Invention of Wings by Sue Monk Kidd
— The Rebellion of Miss Lucy Ann Lobdell by William Klaber
— Song Yet Sung by James McBride
— The Good Lord Bird by James McBride
— The Mapmaker’s Children by Sarah McCoy
— A Murder in Time by Julie McElwain (Kendra Donovan Series #1)
— The Poe Shadow by Matthew Pearl
— The All-True Travels and Adventures of Lidie Newton by Jane Smiley
— Chang and Eng by Darin Strauss
— The Good Thief by Hannah Tinti
— The Visionist by Rachel Urquhart
— Soul Catcher by Michael C. White
— The Underground Railroad by Colson Whitehead

Civil War Era

— Cloudsplitter by Russell Banks
— Daughter of a Daughter of a Queen by Sarah Bird
— March by Geraldine Brooks
— Fallen Land by Taylor Brown
— White Doves at Morning by James Lee Burke
— Mrs. Lincoln’s Dressmaker by Jennifer Chiaverini
— A Quilt for Christmas by Sandra Dallas
— The March by E.L. Doctorow
— Cold Mountain by Charles Frazier
— Varina by Charles Frazier
—On the Occasion of My Last Afternoon by Kaye Gibbons
—This Scorched Earth by William Gear
—Escape From Andersonville by Gene Hackman
—The Widow of the South by Robert Hicks
—Andersonville by Mackinlay Kantor
—A Slant of Light by Jeffrey Lent
—Beloved by Toni Morrison
—Walking to Gatlinburg by Howard Mosher
—Gods and Generals by Jeff Shaara (Civil War Trilogy #1)
—A Blaze of Glory by Jeff Shaara (Civil War in the West #1)
—Lincoln by Gore Vidal
—The Friendly Persuasion by Jessamyn West

POST-CIVIL WAR NORTH AMERICA

—A Thousand Moons by Sebastian Barry
—Carnegie’s Maid by Marie Benedict
—San Miguel by T.C. Boyle
—The Alienist by Caleb Carr (Dr. Lazlo Kreizler Series #1)
—Lydia Cassatt Reading the Morning Paper by Harriet Chessman
—Fates and Traitors by Jennifer Chiaverini
—Mrs. Lincoln’s Sisters by Jennifer Chiaverini
—The Bride’s House by Sandra Dallas
—The Gilded Hour by Sara Donati

—Where the Light Enters by Sara Donati
—The 19th Wife by David Ebershoff
—One Thousand White Women by Jim Fergus
—A Well-Behaved Woman by Therese Anne Fowler
—No Comfort for the Lost by Nancy Herriman (Old San Francisco Series #1)
—A Separate Country by Robert Hicks
—The Orphan Mother by Robert Hicks
—Hanging Mary by Susan Higginbotham
—Under the Wide and Starry Sky by Nancy Horan
—To the Bright Edge of the World by Eowyn Ivey
—News of the World by Paulette Jiles
—Simon the Fiddler by Paulette Jiles
—The Daughter’s Walk by Jane Kirkpatrick
—Woman 99 by Greer Macallister
—The Ghost of the Mary Celeste by Valerie Martin
—Murder at the Breakers by Alyssa Maxwell (Gilded Newport Series #1)
—Wolves of Eden by Kevin McCarthy
—The North Water by Ian McGuire
—The Virgin Cure by Ami McKay
—The Measure of Katie Calloway by Serena Miller
—The Last Days of Night by Graham Moore
—The Bughouse Affair by Marcia Muller (Carpenter and Quincannon Series #1)
—Inland by Tea Obreht

—Savage Country by Robert Olmstead
—The Church of Marvels by Leslie Parry
—The Tenderness of Wolves by Stef Penney
—That Bright Land by Terry Roberts
—The Kept by James Scott
—Some Sing, Some Cry by Ntozake Shange
—Bright and Distant Shores by Dominic Smith
—The Removes by Tatjana Soli
—The Gilded Years by Karin Tanabe
—Cherokee America by Margaret Verble
—Empire by Gore Vidal
—Reliance, Illinois by Mary Volmer
—Clara and Mr. Tiffany by Susan Vreeland
—The Golem and the Jinni by Helene Wecker
—Hotel de Dream by Edmund White
—The Book of Lost Friends by Lisa Wingate
—A Woman Called Fancy by Frank Yerby
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